**DX NEWS**

**DATE----CALL----LOCATION-------------------------KCS----CLUB-------TIME ALL EST-----**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEC</th>
<th>WSWA</th>
<th>Harrisonburg</th>
<th>Va</th>
<th>550</th>
<th>WDXA</th>
<th>3:00 - 4:00 AM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>KHMO</td>
<td>Hannibal</td>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>WDXA</td>
<td>3:30 - 4:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>WHOL</td>
<td>Knoxville</td>
<td>Tenn</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>WDXA</td>
<td>2:00 - 3:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CBO</td>
<td>Ottawa</td>
<td>Ont</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>GNSWLC</td>
<td>2:00 - 3:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*5</td>
<td>KMTR</td>
<td>Hollywood</td>
<td>Calif</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>N R C</td>
<td>3 to 4 or 4 to 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>WHLN</td>
<td>Harlan</td>
<td>Ky</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>N R C</td>
<td>2:30 - 2:45 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*7</td>
<td>WAIS</td>
<td>Natchez</td>
<td>Miss</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>N R C</td>
<td>5:15 - 6:15 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CMAC</td>
<td>Guanajay</td>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>NNRC</td>
<td>2:30 - 3:30 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>WWSR</td>
<td>St Albans</td>
<td>Vt</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>N R C</td>
<td>3:30 - 3:45 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>CFAC</td>
<td>Calgary</td>
<td>Alta</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>GNSWLC</td>
<td>2:00 - 3:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*20</td>
<td>KTNM</td>
<td>Tucumcari</td>
<td>N M.</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>N R C</td>
<td>3:00 - 4:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*29</td>
<td>KVCV</td>
<td>Redding</td>
<td>Calif</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td>N R C</td>
<td>5:00 - 6:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAN</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>KET</td>
<td>Palestine</td>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>N R C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE CPC CORNER**

KTNM-Tucumcari, N Mex will honor the NRC with a DX program on the morning of December 20th from 3 to 4 AM EST. The chief engineer says they are glad to cooperate with out club. You can look for an interesting program from this station on 1400 kcs. (R. Cooper)

KMTR-Los Angeles-Calif., agreed to DX for us on December 5th from 3 to 4 AM EST. On checking the frequency it was found that KVI is on until 4 AM and KMTR was contacted with a request to change the hour to 4 to 5. They have not answered as yet. We suggest you try for this station from 3 to 4 and if not heard listen from 4 to 5 AM EST. (Eldon Addy)

KVCV-Redding Calif., will conduct a DX program for the NRC on Monday morning December 29th from 5 to 6 AM EST. We welcome this program and will contact WITH to see if the channel can be cleared on that hour or part of it. (Eldon Addy)

DEC 6th HJCU Radio Cristal 720 kcs in Bogota Columbia 11:00-11:20 PM will dedicate a special program to you and your friends, this was in a letter to Kermit Geary. I don't know if this means National Radio Club or just Kermit Geary and his friends so that is why it is not listed in the column. The following was included in Kermit's wire, "Believing that a Good Neighbor Policy is worth little without a mutual acquaintance among the American peoples, we think that the broadcasting stations of all America and the personal relations among the radio-friends will contribute a great deal to that realization of that noble ideal.

"In keeping with this spirit of good will and friendship, we shall be glad to broadcast for you and your friends on Saturday evening, Dec 6th from 11-11:20 PM a special program which you may tune in on our frequencies of 720 kcs 5KW or 4,855 Kcs with 1 Kw. We hope you will enjoy listening to this program and please let us know the conditions of reception" Kermit urges all to listen and report as this certainly makes one feel that the DXers Utopia is at hand. Their address is, Cristobal Paez G. general manager- Radio Cristal HJCU-Apartado 744- Bogota Columbia. And their air mail address is Apartado Aereo 4409. Let's all try and report to this station as Kermit says they override WGN quite a bit.
Please add these stations to the list that test the 1st Wed & Thur of mo.

1st Wed 4:00 - 4:15 AM EST 1340 kcs Athens Georgia, WGAU
1st Thur 2:45 - 3:00 AM EST 1240 kcs Harlingen Texas KGBS
1st Thur 2:50 - 3:05 AM EST 1450 kcs Greenwood S Car. WGRB
1st Thur 3:20 - 3:35 AM EST 1340 kcs West Point Ga. WDAK
1st Thur 3:35 - 3:50 AM EST Columbus Ga. 1230 kcs WRBL
1st Thur 3:40 - 3:55 AM EST 1400 kcs Galveston Texas KLUF
1st Thur 3:50 - 4:05 AM EST 1240 kcs Gainesville Ga WAGA
1st Thur 4:00 - 4:15 AM EST 1490 kcs Cordeal Ga. WRJM
5th of mo 1:00- 1:05 AM EST 1030 kcs Springfield Mass WBZA
Dec 13th 3:20 - 3:35 AM EST 1490 kcs Marion Ohio WMRN

Per the request of Mr. C.C. Penny of WBBS, Burlington, No Carolina this info for your members. As yet even though we have been on the air for two months we have not been assigned a regular freq check and we have not set up any of our own accord. Both will come in the near future so please make it known through your channels that all requests for a verification will be mailed out as soon as we can get them from the printers. We will appreciate any report of reception and will verify 100% as soon as we receive our verie cards. signed C.C. Penny C.E.

CMAC- The QRA for reports is as follows; Guillermo Alvarez Valdes, Adm. Radio Emisoras CMA C- Cadena Popular-Aramburu # 87- Guanajay, Cuba.

F C C NOTES by Herb Campbell Frequency & Change Call

NEW STATIONS

Coastal Broadcasting Co., New Bern, N.C. 1450 kcs 250 w WNEW and
Mid-American Broadcasting Louisville Ky 1080 kcs l&5 Kw WOV with
Community Broadcast Corp Middletown N Y 1340 kcs 250 w each other.

Bhilco is experimenting with Retelevision on WNBT in New York and sending it out over WPTZ in Philadelphia, Penn, this from Howard Kemp along with onto that WRRN-Warren Ohio started officially on Nov 10 1941 with 250 watts on 1400 kcs from 6AM to midnight. Station manager is Robert Bowles and the general manager is Frank T Nied. Call for Louisville Ky on 1080 kcs will be WINK. Are waiting for material to complete job.

QUESTIONS and ANSWERS

To all—Look under freq of station on which you asked or answeres quest.
550-Who was on 11/26, left 6AM R2-3 5:45-6 AM when WKRC came on.
610-Who is Spick behind Jumble at 6:15 AM on 11/24
655-Who is Spick on hear early evenings, could it be YNPH?
720-Spick under WGN hrd here not Brazil. (HJCU see 1st page-Ray)
740-Who was playing Latin-American music 2:15-3:15 AM on 11/26
800-Is XESK on? If not who is Spick behind CKLW on 11/24
850-WEEU on at 6 AM and off at 5:15 PM
870-WKAR on at 6 AM and off at 5:30 PM
910-URNL on at 6 AM, hrd in Bflo late evenings on top of rest.
950-CWCK verie in 24 days by Luis Casas, administrador, on CCO SW card.
1023-Has anyone hrd European weakly, news in Dutch or German 4:45-5:15 s/o
1080-Has anyone hrd a station behind WTIC at 7PM on 11/24
1090-Who is Spick on Sun AM 11/23, came on at 4:05 AM
1240-WHBU verie 4/12/39 by L M Kennett, manager / spanish & organ play.
1380-Who was Spick 2:47-57 s/off played I want My Mama at 2:52 s/off in
1450-WEOV somewhere in Louisiana test 11/26 2:15-2:30 CST,What city?
1450-KEVE signs off 3:05 AM EST. Request program 2:30-3AM
ALL-KILO-KFJM share time and KFJM is on from 3-5 PM only.
ANY ONE supply D Raynold with list(late one) of Europeans?
Joe Bocker is working on DX from KVOS on new frequency. (D Cooper)
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JIM WEBBER-DYERSVILLE IA DX not so hot lately, latest vories are cards from KRIC-WJLS-KVOC-WQBC-KVRS-KFYR-WISR-COSMP and PPQ and others from WJSV-WMFG-KHBC a nice folder card-WNYN with newspaper clipping-WAAT a peachy. Sent reports to XEFO-hrd every night-XEAC-KFBI-WCOP-WEIM-WAIT-CBEM-WAIT-SUV-WPEL-WCSC-KGCU. WEIM program was hrd here but I got up too late and they started to fade out. WCOP was R 6-7 once but only were hrd under XEJP and others once in a while. They never had a clear channel for a second. It looks as if I was the only member who reported CKBI on the 12th for NNRC. They wernt any too good. At 3-4 PM CST one day I hrd WWVA-KDKA-CFPF-WFAA-KIKX-WISC-CKLC-CFRB-KOA-CML and others. What's the best chance of hearing a Maine station? Try WWSR-1420 kcs on 2nd Mon at 3:25-3:35 AM EST on FCC check-Ray; WCOP tested on same freq and power.

DAVID THOMAS-PROCTORVILLE O XEF 100 w-1420 kc is going to DX 3-5;30 AM Sundays; QRA P.O. Box 70 Juarez. Reports desired. DXed a little over the week-end, went to the lpo to try out new Beverage Wave aerial, but found it had been installed about 25 degrees off of direct South America, so will have to reset about 4 poles and 3000 ft of wire when weather permits. Following however were hrd, all on speaker. 11/19 YV5RL-HJC0 not set right yet. 11/20 KGMB better than KPT until 5:30 s/o-1YA-2YA-SVW-2YC-4CN-4EH-4G-3GZ-2CY, also hrd on regular programs WICC-WSUN-WSGN on 910 kc-WKAR-KGKO-HJCC-YV5RQ-OAXLA-CC90 and LR6; 11/21 WKAQ test 5:15-5:45; YV5RQ Q4 R8- YV5RX-TIANRH-HJC0-CCL-CCE; 11/23 KLO Utah DX program 3-4 AM; XEF-WWPG now on air testing 5-6 AM-CB76-WRRN-WALE-WHCU if any one needs it try Sun 8:30-9 AM when they are 100% in the clear; 11/24 WEIM fine on its super-DX program 3-6 AM heard it all. Latest vories received past 10 days, WISR-PUS-CRV-CUY-CUZ-WAGE-WELL-CFOS-PMA-CR6RD, Benguela, Angola 50 Watkins, 3rd reception here. WRRN is in the clear here 7:30 8 AM Sundays only. CRV verie is not on regular LONDON CALLING CARD, they inclosed a card with letter. SW veries all from several months back. A card from CFRN direct says they were not on the 11th.

BOB BOTZUM-READING PENN DX on the upgrade again. New ones hrd are, WRRN-WBBB-WNAB-WGGA-WWPG-HJDK-KTOH-KFFA-KBWD-XEF. Verie rec letters, KTNM-KLNO-WJJA-KBTI-CKWX and cards WAIT-WISR-WLOL. No reply from HJOR yet. I understand KSKY signs on at 6 AM. Have tried every AM for a couple weeks now and only thing hrd is WEAF carrier from 6 or 6:05 AM EST on. (Bob my report from 5-6:18 AM EST on Oct 25th with The Church of The Sky Program. They came on promptly at 6 AM with music, no announcement and at 6:01 they recited the Lords Prayer.) Also WGGGA signs on with the National Anthem at abt 5:58 AM daily. KBWD hrd with monthly freq check on 11/22 from 4-4:30 AM EST. They check either 4th Sat or 2nd of month, same time so watch both dates. Have tried again for YV5RI on 11/15 but no go. XEF hrd past 2 Sun AMs on 1420 kc-100w. Last Sun they read over air listeners reporting on 11/16 reception. We in the east may have our hands full trying for WMSF on Dec 7th with WWSW off, WJBK & WOPI are on from 6 AM on. Hrd KFFA also Sun morn Nov 16th same time. Recent club specials were OK especially WISR-WEIM etc. WNNY verified with nice letter and enclosed a reprint of the publicity given the DX program. (Come on Bob enter the CBE contest, send list to Kalbach.-Ray)

AL BARTHOLOMEW-BRADFORD N Y 11/20 TPs good this AM caught LZR for 10th N.Z. also WINX and WRBS; 11/24 KPBO-1440 kc now on air give newscast about 2:45 AM signs as 3-3:05; KLO have all night DX on Sun morn also XEF; WWPG has tested past few AMs on 1340 kc. KWBD tested 4:20-4:30 AM on Sat 11/22 and announced reg freq ok so probably either 4th Sat or 22. (Al-I dont see WKFA listed in Radex so believe they are off-Ray). No its not to late Al. Send list to J Kalbach Jr 1195 Wehrle Dr, Wmsville N.Y.
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FRANK WHEELER-ERIE PA. Since last report the new catches are, WRNR on Nov 7th-WISH Nov 9th KSAM-WAJR-KOME-CBV-KPPA-WAIT-WISH-WKMO-WEIM-WCED; Veries from YVARA-KAND-CFOS-WGAC-WNY-WRNR-WAJR-WCOV-KOME-WISR-WISH-I have reports out to CBLN-WEIM and WCLD. I've had reports out to WCBL since Oct 2nd and WJMA since Oct 6th. (Abt WJMA D Cooper sent them cards to verify with and if they wont verify Nick will so we will have a verie some way-Ray) I see I'm last in the contest. There's a verse in the Bible that says "The Last Shall Be First and The First Shall Be Last" Just a gentle warning-Hi. OK Frank keep coming.

GRANT BATSON-WESTFIELD N.Y. 8 reports scattered around; KFBI-1070 from 6-6:15 on 11/22; CBK at 7:31-7:55 PM; 11/19 KGO; 11/20 WDHD-850 kc from 6:30-6:45; 11/22 CBRZ-9030 kcs-VLCG2-9.54 mcg; 11/23 CCC-8.95 mcg 10-10:30 AM; 11/24 WEIM DX program 3-6 AM, last 1 hour signal lowered by some other station carrier wave. Sun AM hrd XEP-1420 about 5:30 sign off. The identity and city given in English. Veries rec cards from WNLC-KVOX and letter from WNY.

LEO HERZ-CHICAGO ILL. Reports sent to CBM-WEW-WAKR and CBA which I have been laying for a long time, always had either KNX or WHC to contend with. I couldnt hear WEIM, WMAD signs off at 6:30 PM EST. Veries from WAGA-WGSC-WOKO and WAC. (Couldnt hear WEIM-better get a new radio.)

JOE BECKER-HAMILTON O. Heard KPPA on their inaugural test Nov 15th and believe it or not they outfought both WJBR & WWSS; WIGM hrd on 13th and they signed at 3:07 AM EST, they also beat WJBK's sig; WBBB hrd here at times signing on at 6:30 AM; WFIN will let me know when they are ready to test; WJZM is on test quite often. Have sent out 70 rpts regarding the CCB contest, but will wait awhile before sending in my standing. KOAC may broadcast for us around the 1st of the year. IF possible WPAT will broadcast for the NRG. No satisfactory reply from WMUR, no reply at all from KVOS-KEPS-WAIT-KDENB-WHCU-KBEC-WEPA regarding DX programs. KFMB said no and KSKY around the 1st of year. I have done my duty if they do not answer it is no fault of mine. I heard WWPG with initial broadcast, WEIM was pretty good after 4 AM; Did not hear WCP on 25th(I got om-Ray) The weather here very cold with temp at 20; No sign yet of WFIN. Sent XEJP another report. Suppose its another dime for booze-Hi.

ELWOOD BOROWSKY-BROOKLYN N.Y (Sorry this did not make last week Elwood but it did not arrive until Sat AM-Ray) CJC came on at 3:18 AM and stayed to 4 with strong signal; CHLN hrd well 3-4; XEJP-QRA Instituto Tectico # 352, Mexico D.F.; HJIN-La Voz de Victor in Barranquiella on 1190; KSD sked 6:30-1:30 AM; XEG sked 5-2:05 AM. KILO according to FCC is a new station sharing time with KFJM on 1440 kcs. WIL is celebrating its 20th year of broadcasting; ?Station hrd from 3-3:28 AM on 550 kcs with recorded dance music and no announcements on Nov 20th; (Try WGR-Ray as they have a habit of doing this) Also on Nov 20th hrd stations on 600-1310 and 1340 kcs at 3:35 AM testing.

JOE BRAUNER-WASEVILLE N.Y DX fair the past week, new stations logged are KPRO audible until 3 AM on 1440, hrd on regular program 11/20 also XEMC hrd Q5 R7 on same date. 11/22 KVBD Q4 R6 with reg freq off at 4:30 & WWPG on initial test Q5 R8 all morning. 11/21 WHAG again Q5 R8 all morn despite poor DX which cut WEXL-WEDC etc down under R4; No veries this week except a card from WISR which we did not request. Just tell on you dont want a verie and they will do it every time. 11/24 WEIM heard Q4 R7 through WEXL and Q5 after 4 AM. (Yes Joe your verie & some times your postage along with it. I have had that happen several times-Ray)
DON REYNOLDS—NEWBURGH N Y Here is my first report as a member of the VFB NRC. I will try to get a report in every week on my DX goings over here between the mountains in Newburgh. My receiver here is a 1937 model RCA Victor 15K all wave with 15 tubes. It is badly in need of first-aid. Latins hrd here after 6:30 PM include CMK-CMCY-CMHL-CMHC-CMBC-CMCF-CMKW-CMCN-CMKG-MCMH-CMBD-CMBY-CMKC-CMKU-CMBZ-CMEX-CMWH-CMWW-TIEP-TIPG-XEAW-XEG-XEOX-XEB-WNEB-LRL-HJAN-HJCZ-HJCS-HJCR-YV5RA and YV5RB. Some are very good others barely identified. I think I have HJCB on 1105 but I'm not sure. (That's HJCB coming thru Don, I had them last night—Ray) 11/22 WWPG-1340 on initial test 2:30am; XEmC-XEAW-XEDW-XEJP all hrd fairly well after 3 AM. XEAW now exclusively on 1010 kc; WRAL on all night asking for reports; KBWD-1380 testing at AM; YV5RA & YV5RB very good here near 8PM also VONF; HJAN really loud but fading in and out very much. No sign of and TAs or TPs now until receiver is completely fixed, still need volume control and condenser. Recent veries are WJHL-KOAM-WSSR-WBTM-WSOY; Reports out to WKAQ-WDGE-WGAR-WRAY-WJTM-WGR-WBEX-WITH-WWPG-WRAL-KBWD-XEJP-XEMC. NRC—a wide awake club—Sorry I didn't join in 1934 when I first heard about it. Please announce that I would like to strike up regular correspondence with any BCB NRC boys. (Will boys drop Don a line)

DONALD S BARNES—ST ONGE 3 DAK. Just a note to let you know of a change in my address from Chicago to So Dakota. Box 366; Haven't had a chance to DX since arriving here but will be set up and under way yet this wk. Past 3 weeks have not DXed at all because of vacation and moving. This location here seems to be pretty good, but noise from the AC line is a bit bothersome on the few sets I have had opportunity to listen to. KPOW on Powell Wyo puts in a good signal most of the day. It certainly will be a relief to get away from some of the all nighters that have bothered me for years; WEDC-WHDK-WNOE and a few others. (Will Don we hope you will report often on your new location and what some of us boys here in the East would give to hear some of those stations you will be pulling in. By the way waht part of So Dakota is St Onge? Vol 9 No 10 sent as requested, did you receive it OK—Ray)

ERIC BRIStOW—CHICAGO ILL Sent reports out to WHIS-WCKY-WEXL-WISN-WCAR-WIJS-WJZ-WJR-WJSC-WISR-WHEM-WEDC-WSB-WKOK-WEWD-WNEW-WCOO-ATSA-KPGM-KSL-KGF-KFJY-KGIF-KRLL-CLKL-CKCC-CMCK-KFZ-KFEL-Mexico XEDP. I have 2 new states in this bunch. Received veries from WLAG-WAAT-WAGF-KFVD-KATE-WPAR-WBNY-KCMB—WACU-KSTP. Had to get up and get my Mother to the train so I missed out last week. She is 75 and wanted to see her Min folks once more. (Yes Eric that comes before DXing by a long way) I also lost an Aunt last week who was around 90 years young. (I know that the entire club sends you their Sympathy Eric) I now have 6 countries on the BCB verified in less than a year DXing, I started last Dec 12th. Will check and see how many stations and countries I have after Dec 12th and will send you a report on them to see how well I have done. (OK Eric)

WIMPY KALSBAECH—WASVILLe N Y Veries since last report have been from KMO WLPW-WDME-KGET-WGAA-WAGE-WLAG-WBON-KHMO-WMRC-WMNT-WLAK-WING-WY6M-WBOW-WICA-WBIX-WBNIB-WOBN-CKNZ-KFJZ-WQXR-WBOY-WOBE-WNLH. Have 17 reports still out. (Note to J Becker—YY4RA and HIAR that does not count in US-Canada-Mexico contest) To Dick Cooper, thanks for swell WISR program for which I did not hear because I listened for 15 minutes and heard nothing and went back to bed, now I am toled that my clock was 15 minutes fast. But thats not so bad as I at least got up, Pop Edge was burning up because he shut off the alarm at 2 o'clock and then didn't wake up until 7 am thus missing the KBIZ special. Also tried to get him to eat out of Junior's dish with Junior's breakfast food but he very reluctantly refused. And he also missed up his bottle of milk. Hows KBIZ Pan?
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NORMAN MAGUIRE-ALBUQUERQUE N M Best DX lately after those Alaskans has been 1YA-2YA-JOAK 1-JOAK 2-4cN. They have been quite consistent although varied greatly with strength in QN the best. Reports out to WHF-KADA-WNAX-KXO-KRBC-KGHI-KGEE-KSUN-KVEC-KFBI-KELD-WHFB-WLCL-WADC-KGFT-KMAC-WEW
KBTL-KICA-KDLR-KTRB-KONO-WMFG-KHUB-KVNY-KCRJ-WTRC-WCCO-KFJL-WGCM-WLCP-WKDP-KGDE-KGW-WLCL-WKBD-KFBC-KPRO. Verries include WCAL-WLS-KGKO-KKNT-KFJL-WHBF-KGEX-WTAG-KXO-KVEC & KPFA. KPRO now on the air in Riverside Calif, Saw KFUN outfit in Las Vegas and they are waiting for the building to be completed. They ought to be on the air in a couple weeks. Hrd KNET pay special intel in FFC ok but were QRM'd out of picture here.

DON REYNOLDS-AGIAN Hrd on 11/23 YV5RG at 6:10 pm NGW; HJCS quite good at 6:30 and at 9 PM. Watch for WWVRA on 1270 kc at 6:15 PM Sun nights. LRI fairly good at 7PM; LR6-870 kc hrd R7 at 8:45 PM; LS6-1350 identified at 7:31 but weak; 11/24 HJCU & PRA8 make a mess on 720 kc nr 8:30PM CB76 trying to break thru WJR at 8:45; TIEP R8 at 8:45; PRF4 on 940 R5 at 8:50; LR4-990 hrd R9 at 9 PM ann Elray Essay Quattro Radio Splendid Buenos Aires Rep de Arg; 11/25 LS2 may be hrd well on 1190 kc before HJAN breaks thru about 5:15 PM; XEAW again using both freq after short absence on 1570; OAX4A-854 coming in nr 9 PM; 11/26 KBI2 special in for KFBI as hrd well on 9 PM; got wispers out of 2CY-1YA-5CB-2YA I think. Reports out to KGU-KXO-CFMK-KOEC-WISW-WTMY-WFEN; only new verie is WGR. Tot 557

SIDNEY STEELE-TOLEDO Q I am home for a couple weeks (should be days) and also went to Ann Arbor for the OSU-Michigan game sure was a humdinger. Got up at 6:15 AM Sunday morning 11/25 and ran into a few new ones-WGAA R9 at 6:15 and was still in the clear at 7:30; WBLJ Dalton Ga at 6:25-6:42 with religious program; WHKY on at 7 with an unidentified one in Georgia also on at 7; WION with news at 7:07; when WJBO came on at 7:30 I stopped KBTC on 1150 who was in the clear 7:7:30; Verries received since last report are KROS-WIZE-CBM-WISR-WWKM-WAIT. (Glad to see you take time out to report Sid, we all wish you the best of luck at school)

DICK DANERER-LANSDALE PA I'm still among the DXers but am not doing much. Am devoting some time to the hobby but results are lacking, can find no new material, have been at the dials 9 times past 3 weeks in the mornings. (You must be like me- listen the mornings they aren't on-Ray) The following were found CHAB-CKRN-CBKBJW-CNICO-CJIC-CHLW-WISR-KMIR-KAIJ-KXAA-XESM-WHIB-KEFV-WBLY-WAGC-KGMB-XEMC-WBIM-WCOP. No TP's and no TAs and no SAs and not much DX. The allnighters are a pain in the neck, cant get any new ones thru them. Noise has improved some but DX has been spotty, once good and then no good. (According to reports Dick I guess we will have to tune for those SAs in the evenings from now on) Got a new boss at the house just 16 months old and believe me I'm kept busy when ever I sit down by the set as he too wants to DX also. (Well Dick we wouldnt be the same without them). Hrd WISR and WEIM both good programs, XEMC comes in pretty good on 1590 kc in the early AMs.

JESSE STRAUN-WHITING KAN Since last rpt have logged 49 new ones to bring total to 820 hrd. They are KSKY-WWNY-KHOM-WLBC-WZJM-KHSL-WRBK-WBWR-WBNR-WWNR-WLBD-CHML-CHM-CKCN-CHIC-CHLC-WGAA-KXO-WRLN-KFPA-KTMN-XEF-WISR-WNAB-CBY-WLBD-KHOM-CPGO-WRWS-KPSS-KFVO-KNPD-WPBG-CMCP-HSPA-WSSA-KWNM-WEIM-WKAE-WCED-WAIT. Verries were all making total 348. WZJM-KHOM-WZDL-WLBD-CHML-KBBD-WTRC-KFKA-WAZL-WWNY-KGFF. Have 27 rpts out since Nov 5th which include follow ups to HC2AJ and a rpt to KGFX hrd on 1/2 hr test 11/26 from 4:35-5 AM EST. Were in clear and were Q4 R3-4 here. Hope others hrd them and now to get a verie; Missed KBI2 not reading correct time. KOMO will test on 12/10 at 3:30. Got new Radox. Mel get me a XEALW card too-Hi.
LEN KRUSE-DUBUQUE, IOWA Reception has been quite favorable for DXing the past week as colder weather moved in on the midwest; WIGM on air since 10/26, Nathan Williams C.E. plans test program every Thur for next several wks from 2:30-3 AM EST. The special over WCOU on 11/23 could not be heard here as WEDC & WRAL took over; 11/23 KTSM on 1260 kcs at 3:30 AM. WEDC made an announcement to all NRC members shortly before WIGM put on their DX program, about it. Thanks to them. Weim put on the outstanding DX program. I have ever listened to and from all reports they have received bags of mail. 1st hr could not be heard as WEXL too much; WELJ comes on at 5:30 with religious program; 11/25 The 1st part of DX from WCOV not heard as WISN was on test; However program ends at 4:24 AM, another fb program for church and kids to them. At 5 AM CKOC signed on so that's all of WCOV; WCED had nice DX R9, new station for me, on air last Tues of month 4-5 AM. Vories received, cards WSTP-WNLN-WCOV-WATX; Letters WGNR-WBTH-WFAS-KLO and WIGM. (See note on Poets page)

MEL OLIVER-HOUSTON, TEXAS Vories roc this week from WDAN-NAAD-KROD; 11/23 WWPG with DX at 5 AM; also 11/26 XBF requesting reports and will again 11/30 from 3-5:30 AM. 4TH Box 70, Juarez and they promised QSL cards and souvenir. WJIN 950 kHz at 6 after 23 hrs continuous broadcasting. 11/24 WEXL ruined 1st hr of WEIMs program but I could barely detect them after QRN was on. Still poor receiver. KTMS test at 4:30 AM; 11/26 Got a fair log on KBIZ but they were abt breaking even with WEDC. XEG verified for me in one week with picture postal card of their stations blig. This was last April. I sent them a 4-contavas stamp which would convey a card but not a letter. KTTHs new 50 kw job ready about the 1st of the year. Yes Mel Bills CBA is- B-31015 Stone W.H.-RCAMC Coy No 1 CMC-Canadian Army overseas. All mail to him is sent to Canada so only pay postage to Canada.

DICK COOPER-KITTANNING, PA Vories include letters from WNNY-KAVE-WSAU-KSKY-WLAG and cards from WCL-WRNN-CKNB-WJPER-KOAS-KHON-KHOC and a nifty crd from KSCJ; I suggest anyone not having KSCJs new card should get it. WNNY sent clipping with vories and seemed pleased with results of NRC DX. WEIM program received 100% and they sent me a handsome GE Wall Clock fm previous program. Fred Mirchardt also got one. Missed WCOV program for 1st special missed this year except KEVE which could not be heard. KBIZ had swell program with Ham chatter in place of routine anns. K PRO heard on reg sked signing at 3 AM EST; KGGF hrd in early evening in back of CEF; WWPG hrd test several times past wk promising beautiful vories. WJMA promised to verify reports soon. I prepared cards for them and they should be sent out soon. WISR not too pleased with results from their DX but conditions were not good. Watch for WPER soon; WFIN not on yet. My bulletin received regularly EVERY SUNDAY MORNING in as much as I have it sent to a PO Box and can get it by calling at the PO. The only time it was not there Sunday was once last year when the bulletin on a Friday or gave it to another party at Buffalo PO. I'M sure the fault must be at local PO so if any of you boys are not getting service look there. KFRE to join Mutual network on Dec 1st so should be testing.

ELDON ADDY-MARCH 1A Just a line to let you know of my DX activities for the past week or so. Reception very poor, lot of static & poor sigs. New vories are YVARA-WGAA-KFKK-WISN-WLAG-WNNY for 400th. Nothing on WEIM due to static DARN, also on WCOV this AM. Only station coming thru on 1150 was KRKD; WCED on test, also KAND. Went almost to Kansas as I attended the Iowa-Nebraska football game last Saturday at Lincoln. (Hi Jesse.) Don't you fellows forget to report on KMTF on December 5th, they say a special verification will be sent. Eldon.
FRED VAN VOOREN - MILLER PLACE NY Verie in from WNYY, very nice enclosing the clipping from a local paper giving many of our members a fine build up. Reports out to WCOU on its DX for GNSWLC in spite of heavy QRM and on WDDE and another on 1240, and to WWPG Lake Worth Florida on one of its initial tests. Sorry but I slept thru the WEIM special which I imagine was pretty swell. (OK Fred I slept thru KEIZ and I wanted them)

DEAN LONDON - RINGLING OKLA Hrd on 11/15 KKL at 3:30; 11/16 XBJ R8 at 9:25 AM; weak spick on 1020 could it be the new Puebla Station? at 9:35 AM, 11/20 KWPC at 3:10; 11/23 WWPG ended 2nd equip test at 5:45; WMIN off at 6; WSDA on at 6 AM Sunday R8; some other station sign on at 6 on 1340 under WGAA with anthem only R3; Max R9 on 1280 by 7:15. Is the Spick on 920 by 6:30 a Cuban or SA; XEAW signs on 1570 at 7:01 PM drowning out CFPL & WXX; 11/24 KPRJ on after 2AM; W--? off at 2:05 to return at 6:30 on 1420, possibly 1440; No WEIM or WCOF; WCAO at s/on tnx to D Thomas; 11/26 No WLOG or WMRF, were they on for their reg tests? WAOV 3:30; WBOC 3:30-3:40; KFFA equip test off at 4:15; KPOW freq ck 4-4:25; Did WWSS stand by for WMFR? If so I hrd them feintly under KFFA & WJBR. Total log now 943 or 1495 counting new freq separate.

FRANK LEE-WILLOWOOD NJ Not much to report but sent out these since last report, CKNX-CKIC-CRKN-VOCA-KGLO-KLON-KVSO-WAIT-WCND-WCBO-WBMT-WPAD-WCOF-KEIZ-KFEL. Veries in are CKNX-CKNB-WCBS-WHLS-WHLS-WLOS-WQBC-WEAF-WJZ-WIBW-KHMS-WIC-KVSO-WGAA-WLAG. Not one rpt sent since Nov 13th till WEIM on special. Veries slow coming in (and How Frank) Static has held me down. WITC also sent EKKE stamp; Have not received my verie from HJAR or YV4RA. (I didn't send report) How about some specials from HOK or F4N; What say boys. To Steve tnx for card and will write soon.

TED NEIDER-SEA CLIFF NY Well fellas I've started DXing in 39 and up to this writing I must have hrd some 200 Special DX programs for the different clubs in this wonderful land of ours where Hombre's are always happy as a clam on this land of Uncle Sams-Hi. I never hrd such a marvelous DXshell as WEIMs put on for the NRC and all members. Due to a tube burning out I could only listen from 3-4:20. I sent a fb letter to the entire staff congratulating them all. Hrd WWPG test 2:20-2:35 and also KSCJ; Listened to WCOF DX show, their signs were poor here, from 2-5 they were Q2 R3 G5S until CKOC came on at 5 and for some reason or other I had WCOF better a Q 3 R5. This am KEIZ also fb and were like a local here over WDDE. Also had CHAB 1-1:30; XECL 1:30-2AM asking for reports and KJR 2-2:45; Others hrd are WCOF-WJRD-W6OC-WKaG-KFIR-WCARR-WLBR-WMBG-WKJB-KMJS-KFPP last 2 on reg program, WBOC equip test on 1220 kcs not on 1490 as listed in Radar. WAOV on 17th. Hrd WCOU on DX for GNSWLC also CFCN-WISH with special Night Owls Club 1:30-2 asking for reports. Latest verie cards from CFCN-W5SJ-KBYL-KFIR-KFPP-WMBG-WBRL-WCOU-Letters from KSD-W5OC-WBOC-WABY-WMGG; Reports sent to CHAB-CFCN-XECL-KHJS-KJTR-KES-JIZ-WKJB-WMJS-KOSJ-WZM-WJRD-WKAA-WCAR-WMPS-WBOC-WISH-WINN-WWPG-WEIM-WCOF-WCED-WLOG

A COOPER - BROOKLYN NY Only verie this week WNYY a letter. They had every bodys name who reported the program in the Watertown Daily Times. Flash WVO & WSNW will interchange call & freq Dec 1st and CMCK is in Chicago and here are 2 XEAWs. What a world; 11/20 WJSM & I have a correction on their checking time. They amn they ck every Thurs 3:30-3:45 or 4; 11/24 WEIMs marvelous pro hrd well. What a show, I hope I win a fiver on the quiz. Hrd 7 ads in 8 minutes on WPEN tonite; 11/25 WCOU only R4-5 here must used directional but pro was fine one; 11/26 KBIZ rec well over & under WDDE another fine show; WAOV on till after 3 with 250w; WOAI test at 2:30; WWPG on till 3 with early morning test, go on Dec 1st.
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KOS CALL REMARKS REMARKS

4700 ZQI Kingston, Jamaica hrd till sign off 5:15 PM-Badly QRMed by code. (Eldon Addy-Marcus Iowa)

5120 XQLA Cheking, China is reported on this freq 2:30-7 AM in Chinese radio magazine. (ISWC)

5870 HRN Tegucigalpa, Honduras hrd R8 nightly. Have refused to verify. (Jim Wedewer-Dyersville Iowa) (Right Jim this station has always been known as a non-verifier-Fred)

5910 TIX San Jose, Costa Rica hrd till midnight with American recordings. (Wedewer) (This isn't TIGPH is it Jim? They are listed for this frequency-Fred)

5970 VONH St. John's, Newfoundland relaying London news and singing off at 8:45 PM. (Addy)

6005 HP5K Color, Panama has request American dance record program one morning from 6-7 AM. (Addy)

6060 ---- New station in Frisco granted by FCC to the owners of KSF0 Broadcasts will be 20 hours a day in many different languages something on the pattern of the present BBC set-up. (ISWC)

6070 TIPS Puntarenas, Costa Rica now on this frequency, hrd till 11 PM. /Roger Legge-Binghamton, N.Y.)

6080 ZFY "The Voice of Guiana" stated on verie that they will very shortly have in operation a new 1KW transmitter with directional antenna beamed NE-SW. QRA-The British Guiana United Broadcasting Co. P.O. Box 272, Georgetown, British Guiana.

6090 CFW Montreal relaying programs of CBF. Roger Legge /Legge) confirms this freq as being correct and not 6095. (Legge)

6095 PRF3 Sao Paulo, Brazil "Radiodifusora Sao Paulo" new station hrd R8 evenings till 9:45 PM, not quite as strong as PRF9-6105. From 6-7 PM hrd in parallel with PSH-10220; PRA8-6010; PRF9-6105; PRF5-4855 all transmitting the "Horo do Brasil" this is the (Brazilian hour) of the Brazilian Dept of Press and Propaganda. (Legge)

6760 HJX Bogota, Columbia hrd R7 at 5:45 PM calling Cucuta. (Legge)

6878 CUZ2 Lisbon, Portugal is the station that contacts Azores early evenings. Heterodynes YNOW-6875 kcs. (Legge)

7020 SWLW9 Illegal transmitter still being hrd. He signed off abruptly at 6:10 the last time hrd. He uses Eastern Standard Time, although believed to be in Chicago. (Wedewer)

7250 VLQ9 Sydney, Australia on this freq is now used on the Eastern States morning program from 7:25-8:10 AM. This station operating in parallel with VLG2-9540. (Addy-C Batson-Westfield)

8950 .... Rome, Italy reported on this freq on evening programs to No America. Heard Q5 R9. (Grant Batson-Westfield, N.I.)

9250 Bucarestl, Roumania, this is the correct freq not 9520 as noted in a previous bulletin. (Legge)

9540 VLQ2 Melbourne, Australia hrd with R4-8 signals almost every evening with talks and music, usually in parallel with VLQ9 (A&B)

9525 ZHP?? Station in Singapore hrd instead of ZBW3 here on with news at 5:45 AM in English, off at 6:02 AM and back at 9:40 AM according to announcement. Signals Q4 R6-7 very clear but with heavy QRM. (Wedewer)

9570 .... Another freq for new Frisco station as rpted by the ISWC.

9830 CR7BE Lourenco, Marques, Mozambique hrd R8 here early afternoons playing American dance music. (Wedewer)

10000 XGOL MUKIEN, China reported on 1:30-5:30 AM in a Chinese radio magazine according to the ISWC.

10055 SUV Cairo, Egypt hrd R5-6-Lady reads in Italian & Greek at 2:45PM
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KCS CALL REMARKS REMARKS
11350 .... Undercover European hrd daily 1:30-1:40 PM opening with an accordan accordan
11765 PRF3 Sao Paulo,Brazil hrd on this freq from 4:30 PM till it moves
11790 XGOY Chungking,China hrd around 4:35PM daily.(ISWC) /Legge
11870 .... Another freq for Frisco as reported by ISWC.
12300 CB?? A Canadian Broadcasting Corp station on this freq for past
6 months hrd R6 sometimes in parallel with CBFY. (Wedewer)
15105 JLG4 Tokyo,Japan well hrd from 5:30 PM sign on. (Wedewer)
15120 HVJ Vatican City ("Radio Vaticano") hrd 9:30-11 AM in Italian
transmitting what seems to be messages to Italian prisoners of war in Egypt and India from their families. (Legge)
15155 SET Stockholm,Sweden hrd R8 Nov 20th inaugurating a new 10-11 AM
transmission. (Legge)
15165 PRES Fortaleza,Caera hrd 8-10:30 AM at present. (Legge)
15350 .... Another freq for KSFO short wave outlet. (ISWC)
17620 .... Last freq for new KSFO short wave outlet. (ISWC)

VERIES
Jim Wedewer-reports K7CBF-K4DDH-CO8MP-PZX; Eldon Addy-CJCX and JLG5.

QUESTIONS
For Eldon Addy- Who is the station QRMIing HHHM on 9,650 kcs from 7 AM on.
It is an English speaking station. Eldon's QRA is R 2--Marcus Iowa.

EDITORS NOTES
To Horst Krumrei, I say that I'm sorry but I guess that Milwaukee re-
port either got lost or arrived too late for this issue for which it was
intended. To the boys who reported this week; Eldon Addy-Roger Legge
Grant Batson and Jim Wedewer, thanks and keep up the good work. To those
who read the column and do not contribute, we would all like to hear a-
bout your DXing experiences on short wave too, so send them in.

SPECIAL
Read Kermit's dope on the front page of this bulletin in regard to the spe-
cial program. For you SW listeners here is what he says-- The short
wave relay should be of interest to the SW members because it is a new
station which I have not yet seen reported anywhere and they are anxious
for reports. The SW relay is on 4,855 kcs with 1 KW power. QRA on front.
and the time is from 11:00 to 11:20 PM in the evening on 4,855 kcs.

HAVE YOUR SW STANDINGS IN TO FRED BY DEC 9th TO BE LISTED DEC 13th BULL.

GEORGE CRYDER-DELWARE O W'll fellows heres a rpt ??? for a change. Have
not forgotten DXing but have so little time for it. Nothing new of any
value only the usual run of stations. Of course the CSM's and XE's plus LRL
etc are still pounding thru. Rec a list of Aussie BCB from a Pal there.
Also swell copy of NZ radio program bulletin. Have also logged HJCC un-
der WLR but no good rpt yet. The DX specials we are having are fine biz
Rec a letter from H C, iswell of Penn for which I thank him, Xmas vaca-
tion soon hope to get in some DX then so until later 73s all.

HERB CAMPBELL-ATHENS PA WWPQ test on 1340 1-5:30 am 11/22; WEIM was a 4
star program 4 R9 most of it till 5AM then weaker; 11/25 Condex bad
WCOP fb program Was C4 R2-7 violent fading; WCED Q3 R5-6 QRM from WBBO
Veries this season WKWW-WCCB-WWDC-KDTH-WGAA-CFPS-WLAG-WWNY-WSGB-CKIN-WISE
Reports to WJMA-WRKN-CJHCM-CJHC-WCBO-WLOR-WWPG-WEIM-WCED-WCOP. Clip-
ing with WWNY verie shows thoughtfulness. (No Herb no buttons came off)
WELL BOYS ITS NOW EXACTLY 7:58 PM and this finishes everything here.
POETS CORNER
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"LIKE THE LION"

This old earth of ours has grew & grew
I've see Japs French & Germans to
But Im sure theres very few
That I compare to the Leo we know
You & I we both know him well
We all love to hear his "Und & Vell"
And oh what stories he can tell
But all of us are still his pals
You've heard of lions they sure can roar
To our wee Leo lions are only a bore
A good fight is the thing he does adore
So we call him Slugger & Killer the man of demeur
He loves wine women and song
Every time he sings he gets the gong
To the red white and blue he will always belong
He's a real American or else Im wrong
Saurkraut und Wiener he sure can eat
And our Leo loves Pickled Pigs feet
We tease & kid him every day
From early June till late in May
We all know hes worked very hard
And hes been given his just reward
In the form of our Chairman of the Board
That's Leo Herz our lion shield & sword

"A WORTHY FIGHT" By Fred Borchert

I've seen tennis wrestling & dogs that bite
And big boxers that punch with all their might
You can have Europe its bal all right
But our BCB is sure the best fight
England & Germany are big & strong
They got what they want by singing a song
But I'm sure theyed get the gong
If they were in our contest long
The roar of the cannon Europe does rear
The noise is heard from far to near
Our clubs receiver they should hear
Then theyes hear noise that is sweet to the ear
In Europe they have the report of the gun
But our reports are all in fun
We mail our reports to East & West
Over there the males forever rest
Our DX contest is our real pride
As through the airlines the sigs do ride
By our trusty receivers us DXers are tied
We fight & fight with all our might
The QSLs received are sure real sight
As more and more DX off we bite
The points they mount to left & right
Friendly enemies we are in every sense
Picking at each other from over the fence
Competition is really getting very tense
But the fellows are all very fine gents
Wholl win is only a long guess
But congratulations hell get from the rest
Again I think I now need a rest
SO I'll shut up and not be a post.

From reports received in last weeks mail the bulletin must have been waylaid at Chicago the transfer point for the west. It seems that all the members living east of there received their bulletin for the week on November 15th on Monday as usual. So it is as I expected, the trouble was not in Buffalo as the 2 fellows who handle it on Saturdays alternate and they do give us real service. The only restriction is that I have the bulletin to them by 9:30 AM every Saturday morning and they will do the rest. Last year the Club bought a carton of Cigarettes for the man in charge at the P.O. but I believe that the asst should also be considered this year as he handles the bulletin half the time. —Ray.